COMPANY ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY STATEMENT

Allied Infrastructure Management Ltd (The Company) is a specialist civil engineering, maintenance, repair, and drilling/sawing contractor. The Company carries out Civil Engineering and other Contract Works. This may include works within the Airfield, Highway, Utility and Defence sectors and to a number of Private and Public Sectors.

It is the Company’s policy to operate in accordance with a documented and independently certificated Integrated Management System which includes the requirements of ISO 14001:2015. In order to achieve this the Company is committed to:

- Protecting the environment, including prevention of pollution and other specific commitments relevant to the context of the organisation.
- Meeting or exceeding the expectations of our Clients & Interested Parties and fulfilling our applicable compliance obligations.
- Identifying the risks and opportunities that need to be addressed to prevent or reduce undesired environmental impacts and achieve improvement.
- Establishing environmental objectives based on this Policy Statement and where appropriate address identified risks and opportunities and formally review their progress and validity.
- Ensuring that sufficient resources are provided for the establishment, implementation, maintenance and continual improvement of the environmental management system to enhance environmental performance.
- Providing the necessary training and development for our workforce to ensure they are competent to fulfil their roles.
- Applying risk-based thinking to determine the type and extent of controls appropriate to particular external providers and externally provided processes, products and services.
- Ensuring this Environmental Policy Statement is communicated and understood within the Company and available to relevant interested parties on request.
- Monitoring and regular review of our environmental performance, updating the environmental management system and processes as necessary to maintain improvement.
- Reviewing and updating this Policy Statement annually to ensure its continuing suitability and effectiveness.

This Policy Statement will be posted at all Company Offices, and will be available for public access via the Company website.

Overall responsibility and leadership for this Policy Statement rests with the Operations Director.

Rob Brown
Operations Director

Date: 1st November 2017